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From One End of the Rainbow
VIVIDLY EVOKING IRELAND AND LIVERPOOL, RAINBOW'S END IS A WARM AND
ENGROSSING SAGA FROM A RISING STAR. Tracing the stories of two quite diffrent
girls: Ellen Docherty, in Liverpool, bringing up her younger sister and brother singlehandedly, and Maggie McVeigh, in the Dublin tenements, finding a better life
working for the Nolan family, and falling in love with Liam, the eldest son,
RAINBOW'S END follows two girls on their struggle for happiness. But the First
World War changes everything -and unearths a long-buried link between the
families.

Black in My Rainbow
Raising My Rainbow is Lori Duron’s frank, heartfelt, and brutally funny account of
her and her family's adventures of distress and happiness raising a gender-creative
son. Whereas her older son, Chase, is a Lego-loving, sports-playing boy's boy, her
younger son, C.J., would much rather twirl around in a pink sparkly tutu, with a
Disney Princess in each hand while singing Lady Gaga's "Paparazzi." C.J. is gender
variant or gender nonconforming, whichever you prefer. Whatever the term, Lori
has a boy who likes girl stuff—really likes girl stuff. He floats on the gendervariation spectrum from super-macho-masculine on the left all the way to supergirly-feminine on the right. He's not all pink and not all blue. He's a muddled mess
or a rainbow creation. Lori and her family choose to see the rainbow. Written in
Lori's uniquely witty and warm voice and launched by her incredibly popular blog
of the same name, Raising My Rainbow is the unforgettable story of her wonderful
family as they navigate the often challenging but never dull privilege of raising a
slightly effeminate, possibly gay, totally fabulous son. Now with Extra Libris
material, including a reader’s guide and bonus content From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Raising My Rainbow
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Peter Godwin, an award-winning writer, is on assignment in Zululand when he is
summoned by his mother to Zimbabwe, his birthplace. His father is seriously ill;
she fears he is dying. Godwin finds his country, once a post-colonial success story,
descending into a vortex of violence and racial hatred. His father recovers, but
over the next few years Godwin travels regularly between his family life in
Manhattan and the increasing chaos of Zimbabwe, with its rampant inflation and
land seizures making famine a very real prospect. It is against this backdrop that
Godwin discovers a fifty-year-old family secret, one which changes everything he
thought he knew about his father, and his own place in the world. Peter Godwin’s
book combines vivid reportage, moving personal stories and revealing memoir,
and traces his family’s quest to belong in hostile lands – a quest that spans three
continents and half a century. ‘Heartbreaking . . . Godwin plainly loves Africa, and
he captures the baffling wayward contradictions of its people, their cruelties and
unexpected kindnesses, their nobility of spirit in the face of appalling conditions,
with humour and grace’ Daily Mail ‘A wonderful book . . . beautifully written,
packed with insight and free of rancour’ Literary Review ‘A strong, heroic book . . .
too vivid to bear and too central to our concerns to ignore’ Edmund White

Hardcore Troubadour
A behind-the-scenes look at Garland's 1963-1964 weekly television series
describes the powerplays and machinations on the part of studio executives, led by
James Aubrey, that doomed the show and that led to the star's personal and
professional downfall

The Briefing
Paddington is introduced to younger readers in this pre-school picture book,
starring one of the world s best-loved characters, Paddington Bear, now a major
movie star Reissued with attractive new cover branding. Paddington Bear loves all
the colours of the rainbow. But after a long day shopping in town, there is one
particular colour that he likes above all others Pre-schoolers will love learning
about colours with the help of Paddington "

Rainbow Valley
While growing up amid humble surroundings in Roxobel, North Carolina, Alice
Omoti begins her sophomore year of high school without any idea that one
decision is about to change the course of her life forever. In her memoir, Alice
details her childhood and adolescent yearsyears that are abruptly transformed the
night she attends a football game with a friend. After fifteen-year-old Alice meets
fellow student James Ruff Dog Ruskins, she ignores a foreboding feeling and
accepts a ride with him to a party. A few hours later, Ruff Dog rapes her,
impregnating Alice with her first child. Left with no other options, Alice is forced to
marry the man she hates with every fiber of her being. Trapped in a faux marriage
ruled by physical and mental abuse, Alice unsuccessfully attempts to escape
numerous times. But fifteen years later, just as Alice thinks she has finally
discovered true happiness, tragedy strikes and causes Alice to question
everythingincluding her faith. Black in My Rainbow shares the intimate story of one
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womans unforgettable journey through the darkness of her troubles and into the
light of Gods love, where she finally takes control of her destiny.

Rainbows Never End
The first of Lauren St John's heartwarming White Giraffe series, featuring the
adventures of a young orphan girl and a magical white giraffe in exotic Africa.
When she is eleven years old, Martine is orphaned and sent to live with her
grandmother on a game reserve in South Africa. Her grandmother seems strangely
unwelcoming and Martine has a difficult time settling in at her new school, where
she is conspicuously an outsider. But she has an ally in Tendai - one of the keepers
on the reserve, from whom she learns the lore and survival techniques of the bush,
and in Grace - who instantly senses there is something special about Martine.
There are secrets about Sawubona (the reserve) just waiting to be revealed, and
rumours too about a fabled white giraffe - a trophy for hunters everywhere. One
night Martine, lonely and feeling slightly rebellious too, looks out of her window
and see a young albino giraffe - silver, tinged with cinnamon in the moonlight. This
is the beginning of her mysterious and magical adventures - her discovery of her
gift of healing and a secret valley that she travels to with the giraffe, where she'll
find clues about her past and future. Above all it's is a heart-warming story, full of
charm and atmosphere, and Martine's sheer delight in her giraffe friend and the
fantastic landscape which is theirs to explore.

Delta Rainbow
When three women die of “natural causes” in London and the West Country, there
appears to be no connection—or reason to suspect foul play. But Scotland Yard
Superintendent Richard Jury has other ideas, and before long he’s following his
keen police instincts all the way to Santa Fe, New Mexico. There, in the company of
a brooding thirteen-year-old girl and her pet coyote, he mingles with an odd
assortment of characters and tangles with a twisted plot that stretches from
England to the American Southwest. And while his good friend Melrose Plant
pursues inquires in London, Jury delves deeper into the more baffling elements of
the case, discovering firsthand what the guide books don’t tell you; that the Land
of Enchantment is also a landscape ripe with tragedy, treachery, and murder.

Rainbows End
In 1978, Harvey Milk asked Gilbert Baker to create a unifying symbol for the
growing gay rights movement, and on June 25 of that year, Baker's Rainbow Flag
debuted at San Francisco's Gay Liberation Day parade. Baker had no idea his
creation would become an international emblem of freedom, forever cementing his
place and importance in helping to define the modern LGBTQ+ movement.
Rainbow Warrior is Baker's passionate personal chronicle, from a repressive
childhood in 1950s Kansas to a harrowing stint in the US Army, and finally his
arrival in San Francisco, where he bloomed as both a visual artist and social justice
activist. His fascinating story weaves through the early years of the struggle for
LGBTQ+ rights, where he worked closely with Milk, Cleve Jones, and the Sisters of
Perpetual Indulgence. Baker continued his flag-making, street theater and activism
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through the Reagan years and the AIDS crisis. And in 1994, Baker spearheaded the
effort to fabricate a mile-long Rainbow Flag—at the time, the world's longest—to
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Stonewall Uprising in New York City. Gilbert
and parade organizers battled with the newly elected Mayor Giuliani for the right to
carry it up Fifth Avenue, past St. Patrick's Cathedral. Today, the Rainbow Flag has
become a worldwide symbol of LGBTQ+ diversity and inclusiveness, and its
rainbow hues have illuminated landmarks from the White House to the Eiffel Tower
to the Sydney Opera House. Gilbert Baker often called himself the "Gay Betsy
Ross," and readers of his colorful, irreverent and deeply personal memoir will find it
difficult to disagree.

The End of the Rainbow
Though Anderson Cooper has always considered himself close to his mother, his
intensely busy career as a journalist for CNN and CBS affords him little time to
spend with her. After she suffers a brief but serious illness at the age of ninety-one,
they resolve to change their relationship by beginning a year-long conversation
unlike any they had ever had before. The result is a correspondence of surprising
honesty and depth in which they discuss their lives, the things that matter to them,
and what they still want to learn about each other. Both a son’s love letter to his
mother and an unconventional mom’s life lessons for her grown son, The Rainbow
Comes and Goes offers a rare window into their close relationship and fascinating
life stories, including their tragedies and triumphs. In these often humorous and
moving exchanges, they share their most private thoughts and the hard-earned
truths they’ve learned along the way. In their words their distinctive personalities
shine through—Anderson’s journalistic outlook on the world is a sharp contrast to
his mother’s idealism and unwavering optimism. An appealing memoir with
inspirational advice, The Rainbow Comes and Goes is a beautiful and affectionate
celebration of the universal bond between a parent and a child, and a thoughtful
reflection on life, reminding us of the precious insight that remains to be shared,
no matter our age.

Rainbows End (Webster's French Thesaurus Edition)
"During an attempted robbery of my jewelry in 1991 at Los Angeles international
Airport, I was stabbed and almost died. I needed six units of blood to stabilize my
condition. I insisted on being released permanently from the hospital so that I
could attend an NBA game including my favorite team, the Golden State
Warriors."Why waste the season tickets? So begins the memoir of Aly Bruner, an
avid entrepreneur who never liked playing it safe. As a boy he took great glee in
shooting BBs twice into the Fanny of an adult family member who had harmed a
sparrow. In elementary school his success enterprises forced the principal to shut
him down so that his classmates would stop spending their lunch money on his
tasty snacks. Later, when he was humiliated by high school jock twice his size,
Bruner didn't hesitate to take revenge on his nemesis the cause-and-effect of
nature of karma. Early success in the diamond trade fueled Bruner's joy of
supporting charitable causes and expanding his fund as a prankster, thrill seeker,
treasure hunter and champion race car driver. Bruner's insatiable appetite for high
stakes living saw him daring highway patrolman to catch him as he sped down a
California two lane highway in his Ferrari. An ugly divorce inspired him to pay his
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wife's attorney by dumping 17,000 one dollar bills on a conference room table. If
the rest to find a legacy that took Bruner around the world buying antiques, selling
art and making deals that made grown men cry, they also took their toll. When
Bruner began to suffer the effects of post traumatic stress disorder he left
California to seek a more peaceful way of life in Idaho. Yet his compassion for
others took him on another journey in 2011 when he and his wife Nancy Del
Colletti, founded a coed dual diagnosis facility that provides treatment for people
suffering from drug, alcohol, and co-occurring psychological conditions. Rainbow"s
End Recovery Center.

Rainbow's End
**THE TRUE STORY BEHIND NEW ITV DRAMA WHITE HOUSE FARM** 'An
extraordinary book . . . both deeply moving and quietly inspiring' FREDDIE FOX'A
beautiful, very moving book' CRESSIDA BONASIn 1985, the shocking murder of a
family of five in a quiet country house in Essex rocked the nation. The victims were
Nevill and June Bamber; their adopted daughter Sheila Caffell, divorced from her
husband Colin; and Sheila and Colin's twin sons, Nicholas and Daniel. Only one
survivor remained: the Bamber's other adopted child, Jeremy Bamber. Following
his lead, the police - and later the press - blamed the murders on Sheila, who, so
the story went, then committed suicide.Written by Sheila's ex-husband Colin and
originally published in 1994, In Search of the Rainbow's End is the first and only
book about the White House Farm murders to have been written by a family
member. It is the inside story of two families into whose midst the most monstrous
events erupted. When Jeremy Bamber is later convicted on all five counts of
murder, Colin is left to pick up the pieces of his life after not only burying his exwife, two children and parents-in-law, but also having to cope with memories of
Sheila almost shattered by a predatory press hungry for stories of sex, drugs and
the high life. Colin's tale is not just a rare insider's picture of murder, but testimony
to the strength and resilience of one man in search of healing after trauma: he
describes his process of recovery, a process that led to his working in prisons,
helping to rehabilitate,among others, convicted murderers. By turns emotive,
terrifying, and inspiring, Colin Caffell's account of mass murder and its aftermath
will not fail to move and astonish.

Rainbow's End
A deliciously romantic set of two of Cecelia Ahern’s best-loved titles, PS I LOVE YOU
and WHERE RAINBOWS END

When A Crocodile Eats the Sun
True love, friendship and luck – a warm-hearted novel about where fate can lead
you from the No.1 bestselling author.

The White Giraffe
Betty Bobo Pearson (b. 1922), a seventh-generation, plantation-born Mississippian,
defied her cultural heritage--and caused great personal pain for her parents and
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herself--when she became an activist in the civil rights movement. Never fearing to
break the mold in her search for the "best," in her nineties she remains a strong,
effective leader with a fun-loving, generous spirit. When Betty was eighteen
months old, a train smashed into the car her mother was driving, killing Betty's
beloved grandfather and severely injuring her grandmother. Thrown onto the
engine's cow catcher, Betty lived and did not remember the accident. She did,
however, grow up to fulfill her grandmother's prediction: "Betty, God reached down
and plucked you from in front of that train because he has something very special
he wants you to do with your life." In 1943, twenty-one-year-old Betty, soon to
graduate from the University of Mississippi, received a full tuition scholarship to
Columbia Graduate School in New York City. Ecstatic, she rushed home to tell her
parents. "ABSOLUTELY NOT. There is no way I'll allow my daughter to live in
Yankee Land," her father replied. After fierce argument and much door slamming,
Betty could not defy her father. But she had to show him she was her own person.
Her nation was at war--so Betty joined the Marines. After the war, Betty married
Bill Pearson and became mistress of Rainbow Plantation in the Delta. In 1955, she
attended the Emmett Till trial (accompanied by her close friend and budding civil
rights activist Florence Mars) and was shocked by the virulent degree of racism she
witnessed there. Seeing her world in a new way, she became a courageous and
dedicated supporter of the civil rights movement. Her activities severely fractured
her close relationship with her parents. Yet, as a warm friend and bold, persuasive
leader, Betty made an indelible mark in her church, in the Delta communities, in
the lives of the people she employed, and in her beautiful garden at Rainbow.

Where Rainbows End
Good news! Fannie’s back in town—and the town is among the leading characters
in her new novel. Along with Neighbor Dorothy, the lady with the smile in her
voice, whose daily radio broadcasts keep us delightfully informed on all the local
news, we also meet Bobby, her ten-year-old son, destined to live a thousand lives,
most of them in his imagination; Norma and Macky Warren and their ninety-eightyear-old Aunt Elner; the oddly sexy and charismatic Hamm Sparks, who starts off
in life as a tractor salesman and ends up selling himself to the whole state and
almost the entire country; and the two women who love him as differently as night
and day. Then there is Tot Whooten, the beautician whose luck is as bad as her
hairdressing skills; Beatrice Woods, the Little Blind Songbird; Cecil Figgs, the
Funeral King; and the fabulous Minnie Oatman, lead vocalist of the Oatman Family
Gospel Singers. The time is 1946 until the present. The town is Elmwood Springs,
Missouri, right in the middle of the country, in the midst of the mostly joyous
transition from war to peace, aiming toward a dizzyingly bright future. Once again,
Fannie Flagg gives us a story of richly human characters, the saving graces of the
once-maligned middle classes and small-town life, and the daily contest between
laughter and tears. Fannie truly writes from the heartland, and her storytelling is,
to quote Time, "utterly irresistible."

Rainbow Warrior
Judy Garland has been an important figure in Susie Boyt's life since she was three
years old, comforting, inspiring, and at times disturbing her. In this unique book
Boyt travels deep into the underworld of hero-worship, examining our
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understanding of rescue, consolation, love, grief, and fame through the prism of
Judy. Her journey takes in a duetting breakfast with Mickey Rooney, a munchkin
luncheon, a late-night spree at the Minnesota Judy Garland Museum, and a
breathless, semi-sacred encounter with Liza Minnelli. Layering key episodes from
Garland's life with defining moments from her own, Boyt demands with insight and
humor, what it means, exactly, to adore someone you don't know. Does hero
worship have to be a pursuit that's low in status or can it be performed with pride
and style? Are there similarities that lie at the heart of all fans? Chronicling her
obsession, Boyt illuminates her own life and perfectly distills why Judy Garland is
such a legend.

Black Rainbow
OLYMPIA'S LIFE CHANGED OVERNIGHT! Olympia's overbearing aunt used her as
her personal servant, until attractive Dutchman Waldo van der Graaf quite literally
rescued her. He suggested that she exchange her life of drudgery for the role of his
wife. Waldo needed someone to look after his small daughter and run his home—a
marriage of convenience. Olympia was thankful and accepted his proposal, but
soon realized she had only exchanged one set of problems for another when she
found herself falling in love with her own husband!

For colored girls who have considered suicide/When the
rainbow is enuf
From an author hailed for her “great characters”—a brave young woman finds love
and adventure in the harsh frontier of nineteenth century Australia (Jo Lambert).
After a scandal drove them from their native England, the Noble family have
traveled to the other side of the world to start a new life in the Australian colonies.
And young Pippa Noble is determined to reclaim their honor by turning her father’s
hopes for an outback farm into a reality. But her ambition is frowned upon by a
society that believes a woman should know her place. Pippa learns some hard
lessons about the unforgiving bush country, sometimes with devastating
consequences. When an unfortunate circumstance leaves her tending the farm
alone, she is pleasantly surprised to find a helping hand—and a caring heart—in Gil
Ashford, the ruggedly handsome owner of the neighboring estate. But her family’s
past comes to haunt her in the form of an unexpected visitor from England, putting
everything Pippa has worked for in jeopardy. And she must decide what is worth
fighting for—the land she loves, or the man she loves more . . .

Rainbow Painting
Saturated with direct, pithy instructions, Rainbow Painting presents the very
quintessence of the Buddhist Spiritual approach through the authentic personal
experience of one of the greatest living meditation masters.Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche
expresses what he himself has undergone, instructing us in a complete manner of
training. To attain enlightenment we must experience our innate nature. The
ultimate object of realization, the natural state of mind, unmistakenly and exactly
as it is, need not be sought for elsewhere but is present within ourselves. Stability
in this unexcelled state of unity is not achieved by separating what we know from
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what we do.This book contains astute instructions that address these key points of
spirituality.

The End of the Rainbow
If Steve Earle weren't a living, breathing person, he'd be a character in a blues
song -- a raucous ballad about a gifted rebel who drank too much, lost most of his
women in a blizzard of crack and cocaine addiction, and always came out on the
wrong side of the law. Somewhere in the midst of all this, he also managed to weld
rock to country, the Beatles to Springsteen, and bluegrass to punk, establishing
himself among the most thoroughly original and politically astute musicians of his
generation. Granted unrestricted access to Steve and his family and friends,
Lauren St John has given us a sometimes shocking, often moving, and completely
unvarnished biography of one of America's most talismanic sons.

The Blue Last
In The Blue Last, Richard Jury finally faces the last thing in the world he wants to
deal with—the war that killed his mother, his father, his childhood. Mickey
Haggerty, a DCI with the London City police, has asked for Jury's help. Two
skeletons have been unearthed in the City during the excavation of London's last
bombsite, where once a pub stood called the The Blue Last. Mickey believes that a
child who survived the bombing has been posing for over fifty years as a child who
didn't. The grandchild of brewery magnet Oliver Tyndale supposedly survived that
December 1940 bombing . . . but did she? Mickey also has a murder to solve.
Simon Croft, prosperous City financial broker, and son of the one-time owner of
The Blue Last is found shot to death in his Thames-side house. But the book he was
writing about London during the German blitzkrieg has disappeared. Jury wants to
get eyes and ears into Tynedale Lodge, and looks to his friend, Melrose Plant, to
play the role. Reluctantly, Plant plays it, accompanied on his rounds of the Lodge
gardens by nine-year-old Gemma Trim, orphan and ward of Oliver Tynedale; and
Benny Keagan, a resourceful twelve-year-old orphaned delivery boy. And Richard
Jury may not make it out alive. A stolen book, stolen lives, or is any of this what it
seems? Identity, memory, provenance - these are all called into question in The
Blue Last

Where Rainbows End
Rainbow's End tells the story of the stock market collapse in a colorful, swiftmoving narrative that blends a vivid portrait of the 1920s with an intensely
gripping account of Wall Street's greatest catastrophe. The book offers a vibrant
picture of a world full of plungers, powerful bankers, corporate titans, millionaire
brokers, and buoyantly optimistic stock market bulls. We meet Sunshine Charley
Mitchell, head of the National City Bank, powerful financiers Jack Morgan and Jacob
Schiff, Wall Street manipulators such as the legendary Jesse Livermore, and the
lavish-living Billy Durant, founder of General Motors. As Klein follows the careers of
these men, he shows us how the financial house of cards gradually grew taller, as
the irrational exuberance of an earlier age gripped America and convinced us that
the market would continue to rise forever. Then, in October 1929, came a "perfect
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storm"-like convergence of factors that shook Wall Street to its foundations. We
relive Black Thursday, when police lined Wall Street, brokers grew hysterical,
customers "bellowed like lunatics," and the ticker tape fell hours behind. This
compelling history of the Crash--the first to follow the market closely for the two
years leading up to the disaster--illuminates a major turning point in our history.

In Search of the Rainbow's End
Shelter from the Storm To lessen the pain of his wife’s death, Keith Michaels
headed cross-country. Yet though he had reached the Pacific Northwest, he still felt
broken, empty and alone. When a sudden storm stranded him on Orcas Island, he
sought refuge with the local widow, who was no elderly matron, but a reclusive
young woman. What was it about shy Jill Whelan and her charming cottage that
made Keith want to stop his wandering ways? Did faith and love await him at
Rainbow’s End? Originally published in 2007

Standing in the Rainbow
Four time Hugo Award winner Vernor Vinge has taken readers to the depths of
space and into the far future in his bestselling novels A Fire Upon the Deep and A
Deepness in the Sky. Now, he has written a science-fiction thriller set in a place
and time as exciting and strange as any far-future world: San Diego, California,
2025. Robert Gu is a recovering Alzheimer's patient. The world that he remembers
was much as we know it today. Now, as he regains his faculties through a cure
developed during the years of his near-fatal decline, he discovers that the world
has changed and so has his place in it. He was a world-renowned poet. Now he is
seventy-five years old, though by a medical miracle he looks much younger, and
he's starting over, for the first time unsure of his poetic gifts. Living with his son's
family, he has no choice but to learn how to cope with a new information age in
which the virtual and the real are a seamless continuum, layers of reality built on
digital views seen by a single person or millions, depending on your choice. But the
consensus reality of the digital world is available only if, like his thirteen-year-old
granddaughter Miri, you know how to wear your wireless access—through nodes
designed into smart clothes—and to see the digital context—through smart contact
lenses. With knowledge comes risk. When Robert begins to re-train at Fairmont
High, learning with other older people what is second nature to Miri and other
teens at school, he unwittingly becomes part of a wide-ranging conspiracy to use
technology as a tool for world domination. In a world where every computer chip
has Homeland Security built-in, this conspiracy is something that baffles even the
most sophisticated security analysts, including Robert's son and daughter-in law,
two top people in the U.S. military. And even Miri, in her attempts to protect her
grandfather, may be entangled in the plot. As Robert becomes more deeply
involved in conspiracy, he is shocked to learn of a radical change planned for the
UCSD Geisel Library; all the books there, and worldwide, would cease to physically
exist. He and his fellow re-trainees feel compelled to join protests against the
change. With forces around the world converging on San Diego, both the
conspiracy and the protest climax in a spectacular moment as unique and
satisfying as it is unexpected. This is science fiction at its very best, by a master
storyteller at his peak. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Rainbow's End
Amid the hype of Race to the Top, online experiments such as Khan Academy, and
bestselling books like The Sandbox Investment, we seem to have drawn a line that
leads from nursery school along a purely economic route, with money as the final
stop. But what price do we all pay for the increasingly singular focus on wage as
the outcome of education? Susan Engel, a leading psychologist and educator,
argues that this economic framework has had a profound impact not only on the
way we think about education but also on what happens inside school buildings.
The End of the Rainbow asks what would happen if we changed the implicit goal of
education and imagines how different things would be if we made happiness,
rather than money, the graduation prize. Drawing on psychology, education
theory, and a broad range of classroom experiences across the country, Engel
offers a fascinating alternative view of what education might become: teaching
children to read books for pleasure and self-expansion and encouraging
collaboration. All of these new skills, she argues, would not only cultivate future
success in the world of work but also would make society as a whole a better,
happier place. Accessible to parents and teachers alike, The End of the Rainbow
will be the beginning of a new, more vibrant public conversation about what the
future of American education should look like.

The Rainbow Comes and Goes
Find out what's waiting at the end of the rainbow in this Level E book, perfect for
kids just beginning to read on their own. When a glorious, colorful rainbow spreads
across the sky after a storm, a girl wonders what might be at the end. Setting out,
she gathers traveling companions—a cat, a turtle, a horse. Everyone is excited!
But even though the rainbow disappears before they reach the end, it's all
right—they found something even better. . . new friends! Gentle pen-andwatercolor illustrations by The New Yorker cartoonist Liza Donnelly enhance the
simple story, giving hints to what everyone expects to find at the end of their
journey. The award-winning I Like to Read® series focuses on guided reading
levels A through G, based upon Fountas and Pinnell standards. Acclaimed authorillustrators--including winners of Caldecott, Theodor Seuss Geisel, and Coretta
Scott King honors—create original, high quality illustrations that support
comprehension of simple text and are fun for kids to read with parents, teachers,
or on their own! With an even wider range of high-frequency vocabulary, Level E
stories feature a distinct beginning, middle, and end, with kid-friendly illustrations
offering clues for more challenging sentences. Varied punctuation and simple
contractions may be included.

Rainbow's End
Traces the author's coming-of-age in civil-war-torn Rhodesia, where her family
settled after purchasing the farm of a brutally murdered family, detailing a youth
marked by terrorism, dangerous wild animals, and the author's embittered
realization that everyone she knew was on the wrong side of the conflict. By the
author of Hardcore Troubadore. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
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The End of the Rainbow
A stunning, complex narrative about the fractured legacy of a decades-old double
murder in rural West Virginia -- and the writer determined to put the pieces back
together. In the early evening of June 25, 1980 in Pocahontas County, West
Virginia, two middle-class outsiders named Vicki Durian, 26, and Nancy Santomero,
19, were murdered in an isolated clearing. They were hitchhiking to a festival
known as the Rainbow Gathering but never arrived. For thirteen years, no one was
prosecuted for the "Rainbow Murders" though deep suspicion was cast on a
succession of local residents in the community, depicted as poor, dangerous, and
backward. In 1993, a local farmer was convicted, only to be released when a
known serial killer and diagnosed schizophrenic named Joseph Paul Franklin
claimed responsibility. As time passed, the truth seemed to slip away, and the
investigation itself inflicted its own traumas -- turning neighbor against neighbor
and confirming the fears of violence outsiders have done to this region for
centuries. In The Third Rainbow Girl, Emma Copley Eisenberg uses the Rainbow
Murders case as a starting point for a thought-provoking tale of an Appalachian
community bound by the false stories that have been told about it. Weaving in
experiences from her own years spent living in Pocahontas County, she follows the
threads of this crime through the complex history of Appalachia, revealing how this
mysterious murder has loomed over all those affected for generations, shaping
their fears, fates, and desires. Beautifully written and brutally honest, The Third
Rainbow Girl presents a searing and wide-ranging portrait of America -- divided by
gender and class, and haunted by its own violence.

Rainbow's End
This carefully crafted ebook: "Rainbow Valley" is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. Anne Shirley has now been married to
Gilbert Blythe for 15 years, and the couple have six children. After a trip to London,
Anne returns to the news that a new minister has arrived in Glen St. Mary. John
Meredith is a widower with four young children. The children have not been
properly brought up since the death of their mother, with only their father to
parent them. The children are considered wild and mischievous by many of the
families in the village, causing them to question Mr. Meredith's parenting skills and
his suitability as a minister.

Journey to the Rainbow's End
Forrest Robert Stepnowski captures the essence of "coming out" and coming of
age as a gay male today, and over the past three decades. "Journey to the
Rainbow's End" captures the joys of love, the pain of heartbreak, surviving the
darkness of suicide, and the self-discovery of finding one's voice and place in
society. Forrest Robert Stepnowski is a community advocate, a writer, a social
worker, and a female impersonator, known as Victoria Eyesli, in the Pacific
Northwest. He has been writing poetic works and prose for many years, and
focuses on empowering others who have dealt with similar pathways of self-hate,
self-deprecation, and self-loathing, in the hopes they can find they are not alone,
that they are not deviants, nor are they against "human nature." We all have
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voices, and the world should hear them all.

Rainbow's End
This earth-shattering book is filled with fun facts about snow, sunlight, rainbows,
and more! Did you know that rainbows are full circles—so they never actually end?
How about that light from the sun reaches Earth in around eight minutes? Or that
all snowflakes have six sides? Filled with tons of cool facts about weather and the
environment, plus colorful, humorous illustrations by Pete Oswald, this book is sure
to be a hit!

Paddington at the Rainbow's End
On the fiftieth anniversary of her death, compiles a roundup of the conspiracies
and dark secrets behind Hollywood's most notorious mystery--what the author
alledges was the murder of Marilyn Monroe.

Marilyn at Rainbow's End
This revolutionary, award-winning play by a lauded playwright and poet is a
fearless portrayal of the experiences of women of color—“extraordinary and
wonderful…that anyone can relate to” (The New York Times) and continues to
move and resonate with readers today more than ever. From its inception in
California in 1974 to its highly acclaimed critical success at Joseph Papp's Public
Theater and on Broadway, the Obie Award-winning for colored girls who have
considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf has excited, inspired, and
transformed audiences all over the country. Passionate and fearless, Shange's
words reveal what it is to be of color and female in the twentieth century. First
published in 1975 when it was praised by The New Yorker for "encompassingevery
feeling and experience a woman has ever had," for colored girls who have
considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf will be read and performed for
generations to come. Here is the complete text, with stage directions, of a
groundbreaking dramatic prose poem written in vivid and powerful language that
resonates with unusual beauty in its fierce message to the world.

The Third Rainbow Girl
NOW A NATIONAL BESTSELLER! Wall Street Journal Bestseller USA Today Bestseller
Publisher’s Weekly Bestseller Conservative Book Club Bestseller “One of the best
reads of 2018." — Sean Hannity "The book is well worth your time." — Megyn Kelly
"A story told with both heart and knowledge. Really good, go get it!" — President
Donald J. Trump No job is more of a pressure cooker than being a White House
press secretary…especially in this White House. For more than two decades, Sean
Spicer had been a respected political insider, working as a campaign and
communications strategist. But in December 2016, he got the call of a lifetime.
President-elect Donald J. Trump had chosen him to be the White House press
secretary. And life hasn’t been the same since. When he accepted the job, Spicer
was far from a household name. But then he walked into the bright lights of the
briefing room, and the cameras started rolling. His every word was scrutinized.
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Every movement was parodied. Every detail became a meme. And that’s just the
public side. Behind the scenes, things were almost as difficult in an administration
plagued by leaks that frustrated and angered both Spicer and the president. Not to
mention the extraordinary pressures on Spicer’s family and his faith. Now, in his
provocative and enlightening political memoir, The Briefing, Spicer reveals the
truth behind some of the biggest news stories of our time, and he offers a glimpse
into what it’s like to stand at the press secretary’s podium—and how he got there.
The Briefing is the first insider account written by someone who worked on the
Trump campaign, with the Trump transition team, and in the Trump White
House—and has seen Donald Trump rallying voters, building an administration,
and making crucial policy decisions. Spicer’s riveting and personal account makes
The Briefing the must-read political memoir of the year.

Seeking Rainbow's End
A redemptive and captivating novel from the No. 1 bestselling author of PS. I Love
You.

My Judy Garland Life
From One End of the Rainbow: A Story about the Life Inside the Irish Defence
Forces and Beyond is about how the truth can be clouded by what's perceived as
reality. With the "truth," everybody is blameless. There are no "fall guys" - no
victims, no reason, no justice - just a carefully woven sequence of events with no
beginning and no end that will stand the test of time. Thirty-two years later, the
"truth" is confronted with reality. The whole panoramic consequences of that takes
its toll on the conscience and raises its head to be exposed in its very raw format.
This invites the reader to determine the real truth, be the judge and the jury, and
pass sentence. It exposes the real "politics" of the Government. How in fact the
"privileged" are protected at all costs. It ascribes the destitute feeling of betrayal
that eats into the very vertebrae of the real meaning of military life. The book also
gives an insight into daily military life, the characters, the routine, and the effect it
has on family life. Being a soldier is a vocation that can only be compared to
religious life, because the feeling is the same when you retire. The reality is, an old
soldier never dies.

Memoirs of a Born Free
In 1997, Oxford graduate, working mother and Times journalist Rachel Kelly went
from feeling mildly anxious to being completely unable to function within the space
of just three days. Prescribed antidepressants by her doctor, and supported by her
husband and her family, Rachel slowly began to get better, but her anxiety levels
remained high, and six years later, as a stay-at-home mother, she suffered a
second collapse even worse than the first. Throughout both of Rachel's periods of
severe depression, the healing power of poetry became an integral part of her
recovery. As someone who had always loved poetry, it became something for
Rachel to cling on to in times of need - from repeating short mantras to learning
and reciting entire poems - these words and verses became a powerful force for
change in her life. In Black Rainbow Rachel analyses why poetry can be one
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answer to depression, and the book contains a selected 40 of the poems that
provided Rachel with solace and comfort during her breakdown and recovery. At a
time when mental health problems and depression are becoming more common,
and the stigma around such issues is finally being lifted, this book offers a lifeline
for anyone seeking to understand depression and seek new ways to treat it. Poetry
is free, has no side-effects and, as Rachel can attest, 'prescribing words instead of
pills' can be an incredibly powerful remedy.

A Place Called Here
Apartheid isn't over—so Malaika Wa Azania boldly argues in Memoirs of a Born
Free, her account of growing up black in modern-day South Africa. Malaika was
born in late 1991, as the white minority government was on its way out, making
her a "Born Free"—the name given to the generation born after the end of
apartheid. But Malaika's experience with institutionalized racism offers a view of
South Africa that contradicts the implied racial liberation of the so-called Rainbow
Nation. Recounting her upbringing in a black township racked by poverty and
disease, the death of a beloved uncle at the hands of white police, and her
alienation at multiracial schools, she evokes a country still held in thrall by de facto
apartheid. She takes us through her anger and disillusionment with the myth of
black liberation to the birth and development of her dedication to the black
consciousness movement, which continues to be a guiding force in her life. A
trenchant, audacious, and ultimately hopeful narrative, Memoirs of a Born Free
introduces an important new voice in South African—and, indeed, global—activism.

Cecelia Ahern 2-Book Valentine Collection: PS I Love You,
Where Rainbows End
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